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Abstract—Human civilization has been built upon the neces-
sary foundation of trust between humans. With the rapid increase
in deployment of Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems in real-
world scenarios, the question of how to establish trust between
humans and AI systems is of increased interest and urgency. In
this work, we examine three aspects that have been studied as
playing a role in trust establishment between humans: transitivity,
similarity and implicit bias. We conduct a crowd-sourced study
centered on a series of decision-making tasks and accompanying
AI-generated decision suggestions in order to determine whether
the aforementioned factors can inspire trust in the tasks’ AI. We
enhance our task-based study with surveys that further capture
general attitudes towards AI and trust in it. Our results show
that transitivity, similarity and implicit bias do not appear to play
a significant role in establishing trust between humans and AI,
but illuminate other important factors such as transparency and
human agency. This work is a small but important step towards
understanding the complex relationship between humans and
AI, one that will remain prominent and we believe is of great
importance in maximizing AI’s contributions to society.

Index Terms—trust, artificial intelligence, transitivity, implicit
bias, similarity, recommendation systems

I. INTRODUCTION

Trust is what enables relationships between people, systems,
and society to function. It is required for cooperation, and for
complex goals to be achieved. We take it for granted during
various day-to-day activities, such as when we learn about a
new topic, drive on the road, or see a health professional. In
today’s world of growing reliance on AI technology in these
day-to-day activities, trust continues to impact the decisions
we make when using AI. Thus, we seek to investigate how
trust functions in human-AI relationships.

One aspect of trust we explore in this work is transitivity.
This phenomena is when individuals are trusting towards an
entity given that the people they know, or who are in their
social circle, trust it too [21]. One example of transitivity in
action is the referral process. If someone in an organization
recommends an applicant, a hiring manager may take them
more seriously than if they were a complete stranger. Another
example of transitivity is product reviews. If someone in your
social circle recommends a business or tool, it can help narrow
the selection process. This also happens online, on platforms
such as Amazon, where people rely on reviews to better
understand how useful or reliable a product will be. Given
that many people rely on such reviews to make decisions, our

question is: ”how can trust be relayed when the reviewed entity
is an artificial intelligence?”

A different aspect we seek to explore is similarity. The
concept of similarity is fundamental to cognitive science, as
the basis of analogical thinking [12]. Humans find similarities
between objects, situations and other humans and use them to
decide about the best action based on past, similar experiences.
Similarity as a factor of trust between humans has been mainly
studied from the aspect of how much person A identifies
with person B, and whether this can make A trust B more.
When it comes to placing trust in products or tools, a positive
association between an existing, trusted object and an unknown
one can create the positive relationship required for trust. If
a new movie comes out, and is described as as emotionally
engaging as your favorite film, you will be inclined to see
that movie. These kinds of comparisons are commonplace in
everyday life, and we want to explore if they can be utilized
to inspire trust in an AI-powered system.

More specifically, we are curious about if and how these
phenomena play a role in in the context of collaborating
with an AI. This kind of technology is being used more
and more in society, and in more obvious ways, such as in
recommendation systems and voice assistants. People and AI
can augment each other’s abilities, and it has the potential
for adding immense value to businesses along dimensions of
”flexibility, speed, scale, decision making, and personalization”
[26]. How do people trust to use such a system, and can this
trust be influenced by what others say about it, or what it is
compared to? What would be needed for people to adopt and
use these systems?

In this work, we present a user study that evaluates the
effects of transitivity and similarity on trust in AI systems used
to assist in decision making. Most users of AI are unlikely to
have the technical knowledge required to evaluate it and judge
its trustworthiness, and the ”black box” nature of AI systems
makes creating simple and easily understandable ”trust” metrics
difficult, especially for systems that are relatively new and not
well-understood yet. We attempt to examine how two already
existing cognitive mechanisms for establishing trust in humans
and tools, transitivity and cognition, can be used in the context
of AI. We examine how and when users presented with a
decision-making task interact with a provided AI-assistant, and
whether reviews or positive associations with other technologies
affects their behavior in terms of trust. To further enrich our



insights into the matter, we supplement the task-based study
with questions regarding general attitudes towards AI, and
more specifically trust in AI and what affects it.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Human-Centered AI (HCAI)

HCAI is a field where the goal is to understand how people
interact with AI technologies, and how to use that interaction
to improve the AI. Recently, Amershi et al. developed a set of
18 interaction design guidelines to consider while interacting
with an AI-enabled system [1]. Some of the more relevant
guidelines include learning from user behavior (G13) and
showing why the system made a particular decision (G11). The
latter guideline is an effort to improve explainability, which is
a current problem in AI systems that will be covered in more
detail in Section II-B.

[26] argue that human-AI collaboration, where both sides
work in a complementary way, is the way AI should be used
in the future as opposed to replacement; they share examples
in industry where these partnerships exist.

Adjacent to designing AI technologies is AI literacy, where
the focus is on understanding and evaluating AI systems.
Long and Magerko outline 16 competencies and 15 design
considerations in AI literacy, and define it as ”a set of
competencies that enables individuals to critically evaluate
AI technologies; communicate and collaborate effectively with
AI; and use AI as a tool online, at home, and in the workplace”
[15]. How well a person understands what AI is, and where it
is, can affect how they approach a new technology.

Overall, for efficient interactions, the AI needs to have
social intelligence [13] to understand what humans expect
from interaction, which needs skills such as cooperation and
theory of mind [3].

B. Explainable AI (XAI) and Bias

Our work is also related to trust in AI in general, especially
when AI can be a ”black box” from the perspective of the user,
which may not be interpretable and/or explainable [9]. An AI
is characterized as interpretable when humans can understand
how the system made its decisions, but not why the criteria used
were sensible. An explainable AI will provide an explanation
as to why it arrived to a behavior or decision, but not how
exactly it arrived there. Biran and McKeown show that when
an AI system offers explanations for its stock suggestions,
users are more likely to use it and benefit from it [4]. Ribeiro
et al. [20] make an interesting distinction between trusting a
prediction (whether a user trusts a given AI suggestion enough
to follow it or take it into consideration),and trusting a model
(whether a user trusts an AI to be deployed and produce a
reasonable behavior). Although a user may gain confidence
on a single prediction if an explanation is provided, trust on
a model may require multiple prediction-explanation pairs to
establish trust in deployment for real-world scenarios.

Although AI is already used in a plethora of domains, it
can have harmful effects because of bias [23]. Survival of the
Best Fit is an interactive application created to illuminate how

(a) Hiring task card (b) Movies task card

Fig. 1: Task cards which users selected during multiple
rounds of each task.

bias can arise in the candidate selection process for a specific
job. [6]. Users pick out candidates and at the same time, their
choices are being learned by an AI. Since the dataset is small
and each user has a specific strategy for hiring (affected by both
conscious and unconscious factors), the AI makes similarly
biased decisions that reject qualified candidates. This issue is
relevant because it can be difficult to develop trust in a system
that could be biased.

C. Online Reviews, Recommendations

Trust for agents can be defined as a mental attitude, towards
or a set of beliefs about another agent concerning a behavior
to reach some goal [5]. Recommendations, or referrals, are
ways for one agent to practice theory of mind and convince
another agent to trust a third party. Referrals in the application
process for example tend help applicants get into interviews
and be hired [7].

To develop a better mental model of something, maybe a
product, users read online consumer reviews (OCRs). This is to
develop trust that the product will behave well or as expected,
but it also requires that the reviews are trustworthy as well.

Consumers have looked at different kinds of features to
assess the quality (usefulness) of reviews. These include con-
textual information (argument quality, user rating, if it’s about
core services or interpersonal aspects, valence and order of
valence [24], length), intrinsic information (reviewer anonymity
and pronoun use) and representational (grammar, spelling) [17].
Other aspects of the reviewer a consumer may measure are
positivity, involvement, experience, reputation, competence
and sociability [2] as well as perceived background similarity
when the goal is low-stakes [19]. Over the set of reviews,
quantity of reviews and overall rating is also considered [16].
Kusumasondjaja et al. found that positive reviews contribute
to initial impressions of trust [14]. Maslowska et al. identifies
a ”too good to be true” phenomena where products with high
reviews (4.5-5 / 5) are seen as not trustworthy [16].

To our knowledge, interactions between people and reviews
on AI technologies have not been studied.

III. METHODOLOGY

In order to study the effects of transitivity, similarity and
implicit bias on decision-making in the presence of AI, we
conducted a crowd-sourced study centered on a series of
decision-making tasks and accompanying decision suggestions.
In this section, we describe the two tasks used to asses the



Fig. 2: Sample movies domain task given to participants, including an optional choice of utilizing an AI technology to help
make the decision.

attitude of users towards utilizing an AI assistant (Section III-A)
and the implementation of an interface to engage users in
decision-making (Section III-B).

A. Tasks and Datasets

The general look of the cards and options for each task are
based on the card design from the Survival of the Best Fit
bias game. We decided to create two tasks with two different
domains, hiring and movie selection. Our goal was to minimize
domain effect (users exhibiting a behavior that is domain-
related that they would not apply to other domains), and to
examine one domain that has higher stakes (who gets hired
or not) and requires the user to show higher responsibility,
and another that has lesser consequences (picking movies for
profit). Another design choice we made was that we wanted
each task to have non-obvious answers. This was to encourage
users to 1) consider asking for the AI’s suggestion and 2)
consider using the AI’s suggestion.

1. Hiring

Task. The hiring task domain was adapted from the bias
game. Each user was presented with a number of candidate
portfolios, that included a set of parameters relevant to this
candidate, and was asked to select a candidate to move forward
in the interview process. The parameters used on the cards were
inspired from the ones available in the bias game; these include
school prestige, skill level, work experience, and ambition. We
re-named ambition to confidence/ambition to make it clearer,
and added two additional binary features: if the applicant was
referred, and if they had applied before to the company. We
added these because they seemed like features that a hiring
manager would consider. Referrals also tend help applicants
get into interviews and be hired.

Dataset. The applicant cards were made in Canva [18],
with an example shown in Figure 1a. The level for each
feature was determined with a random number generator set
between 1 and 10. This was done to avoid biases in selecting
random numbers manually for each category. The ”referral”
and ”applied previously” categories were determined with a
random binary number generator. After the feature values
were all generated, they were grouped together in a pseudo-
random way. They were first labeled by how many features
had better than a 50% level. So Figure 1a for example would
be labeled in a ”3” group because Work Experience, Skill, and
Ambition/Confidence were all over 50%. Cards were grouped
this way to prevent situations where the answer seemed obvious,
i.e. some applicants were more qualified than others by having
more stronger features. There are three to four applicant cards
put together in one task group. Once all groups were made,
another random number generator was used to determine what
choice the bot would suggest. We went over the random choices
to make sure the bot didn’t suggest a candidate that objectively
had worse parameters than another choice in the same task (we
define ”objectively” as having a lower score in all parameters
that the other candidates).

2. Movies

Task. The general design of the movies task was also based
on the hiring game. Each user was now presented with a
number of movie cards that included several characteristics
related to a movie, and was asked to select the movie that
would be most profitable if projected at a local cinema. The
characteristics we used include category information such as
genre, as well as ranges for critic’s rating and cost to acquire.
There is also binary information on audience appropriateness,
A-list actors/directors, and if the movie is a sequel or part of



a franchise. In the first iteration of this task, we also included
audience rating for the task card, but after a walk-through we
realized it was too strong of an indicator for the right choice,
so we decided to remove it.

Dataset. The movie cards were made in Canva [18], with an
example shown in Figure 1b. All the features were manually
randomized for this task, along with the bot’s suggestions. The
task cards were also grouped randomly together. A pass was
done to make sure the bot did not make a suggestion that was
objectively worse than other choices, similarly to the hiring
task.

Since randomization processes were performed manually for
this task, we did a walk-through to make sure there wasn’t a
card group with an obvious optimal selection, and that each
group was sufficiently open-ended.

B. System

Overview. We developed a minimalist, interactive point-and-
click system to support decision-making and promote reflection
on participant choices. The primary view (Fig 2) consists of
multiple dynamic components:
(a) a counter to track the participant’s progress in completing

the tasks,
(b) a Recommend button to receive a recommendation from

an AI regarding the current task,
(c) a Save button to submit the currently selected candidate /

movie card and advance to the next round,
(d) the AI’s recommendation, which conditionally appears

if either I. the Recommend button is pressed before the
Save button is pressed, or II. if the Save button is pressed
before the Recommend button, and

(e) a set of three or four cards which describe the candidates
/ movies that the participant will select from during each
round.

Not shown is condition II., which replaces (b) and (c) with
a Continue button that moves the participant to the next task.
Clicking on a candidate / movie card puts a green border around
the card, indicating that the card has been selected. Only one
card can have a green border at any given time. The design of
the interface is consistent across both the hiring and movies
tasks, with only the text (e.g. candidates / movies) changing to
match the task. Each task is prefaced by an instruction page
that describes the goal and directions to accomplish it.

AI Recommendations. Clicking on the Recommend button
displays a message (Fig 2d) that conveys the candidate /
movies that the AI suggests the participant should pick. This
message is intentionally fabricated by the researchers and the
suggested candidate / movie is unique for each task. In other
words, no actual AI was used to produce the suggestions; the
only algorithm that determined the message contents was a
deliberation between researchers about what the AI should say.
The use of AI brings connotations about performance, reliability,
transparency — all key components of trust [2]. Thus, we chose
to fabricate the AI responses in order to control for the response
of the AI and more closely study the effects of transitivity

and implicit bias between subjects. The recommendations were
also simple, they only mention which applicant or movie to
pick by ID, with no other information alongside it. This means
the bot provided no justification for its recommendation. We
recognized that this would make the system less explainable,
but we wanted to control for the effect of the reviews (i.e.
instead of the trusting the bot because it seems trustworthy in
its behavior, trusting it because someone else did).

Reviews. To assess the effects of transitivity and similarity on
trust in AI, we produced two versions of the task instructions
page: a Control version (CTRL) of the interface, and an
Intervention version (WTHN, BTWN, BOTH) of the interface,
which was modified to include fabricated positive reviews of
the AI technology (Section VIII-A). In the WTHN condition,
participants were shown eponymous reviews written by other
humans, describing their personal experience with the AI. These
reviews were written to capture transitivity within human-to-
human trust. In the BTWN condition, participants were instead
shown anonymous reviews of the AI technology from fictional
news outlets in the technology domain. These reviews compared
the AI in the study to other, well-known AI technologies such
as Siri and Hulu in order to convey the capabilities of the
technology.

In the BOTH condition, participants were shown reviews
from both the WTHN and BTWN conditions. All the reviews
were positive, and had as a target to motivate the user to use
and trust the AI.

Frameworks, Libraries and Packages. We developed the
tool using the Angular 11 framework [10] for the web
interface. We developed a server in Python 3 and leveraged
Socket.IO [11] for real-time, bidirectional communication with
the web interface to facilitate the collection of interaction data
such as clicks.

C. Surveys

We created background, pre-study and post-study question-
naires for the users to fill out. The focus of the pre-survey
was the gauge participants’ familiarity with AI as a concept as
well as on a technical level. We also collected AI-interaction
data from them, such as how AI seems to assists them day-to-
day, and if they purposefully try to use it. We collected this
information to understand possible implicit biases that may
play a role in the interaction with the AI. For example, people
who may not understand AI on a technical level or who do
not work with it may exhibit the ELIZA effect, where more
intelligence is attributed to an AI than it is actually doing [25].
In the post-study, our goal was to understand participants task
strategies, what they thought of the bot’s suggestions and the
reviews of the bot systems (if they were in that condition). We
included questions about attitudes on AI and trust, some of
these questions were adapted from a national survey on AI
attitudes [8]. The pre-study and post-study questions can be
found in the appendix.



IV. EVALUATION

A. Procedure

This study utilized a design which manipulated whether
participants were exposed to positive reviews of the AI
technology before undertaking the task. Participants in the
user study were randomly assigned to one of four conditions:
CTRL, WTHN, BTWN, and BOTH. After providing informed
consent, participants completed a background questionnaire.
Participants were then given the opportunity to practice by
choosing to the best of their ability the best grocery store
out of a set of 3 options. This practice scenario was not
included in the final data analysis. Before completing any tasks,
participants took a pre-survey to convey their understanding
of AI technologies and any implicit biases they may have
with regards to using AI. Participants then completed the
first task (either hiring or movies) followed by the second
(movies or hiring), with the order counterbalanced between
subjects. For each task, participants chose a single candidate
/ movie from a collection of three or four options across
six rounds of selection. Before submitting their choice each
round, they could optionally receive a recommendation from
the AI technology. Then, participants submitted their decision.
If the participant chose not to receive a recommendation before
the submission, the interface would show the user what the
AI would have recommended to them before allowing the
participant to move on to the next round. Those who saw the AI
recommendation before submission could change their choice to
align with the AI, while those who saw the AI recommendation
after submission could only use the recommendation to reflect
afterwards, without impacting any decisions during that round.
Meanwhile, every participant’s interactions were recorded (i.e.
card and button clicks). Finally, after completing all tasks,
participants took a post-survey to describe their experience
with the interface and AI technology present, as well their
thoughts and feelings about trust in AI in general.

B. Participants

Due to constraints on time and the limitations of not being
able to pay participants, we were able to recruit 26 participants
by sending a web link out to family, friends, and peers. We
rejected none of the submissions, leaving us with data from
26 participants who were randomly assigned to one of four
conditions (7 CTRL, 6 WTHN, 7 BTWN, 6 BOTH). By gender,
participants identified as female (15), male (10), and prefer not
to say (1). By race, participants predominately identified as
White (15) and Asian (9), with 1 Black or African American
participant and 1 Puerto Rican participant. Participants were
between 21 and 52 years old with a median age of 25 (1
preferred not to say). They had a wide range of educational
backgrounds (associate’s degree (1), bachelor’s degree (5),
master’s degree (9), doctoral degree (11)) and a variety of
fields of work, including e.g. international relations, financial
services, marketing, pharmaceuticals, software/biomedical/elec-
trical engineering, research physics, AI, robotics and computer
science, among others.

C. Hypotheses

Our hypotheses for this experiment are as follows. We orga-
nize our hypotheses according to those regarding Transitivity
(TN), Similarity (SM), Implicit Bias (IM), Trust (TU) and
Usability (US).
TN WTHN and BOTH participants that see the positive reviews

before engaging with the task will be more likely to use
the AI technology than CTRL participants.

SM BTWN and BOTH participants that see the positive reviews
before engaging with the task will be more likely to use
the AI technology than CTRL participants.

IM The level of understanding that users have about AI will
affect their attitudes towards it.

TU1 Participants will be more likely to use the AI technology
during the movies task than during the hiring task, due
to the difference in the perceived stakes.

TU2 BOTH participants will be more likely to use the AI
technology than CTRL, WTHN and BTWN participants,
as they are presented with more, and more diverse,
information.

US WTHN, BTWN, and BOTH participants will find the reviews
more useful than not.

Our analyses are both quantitative and qualitative. We used
One-way ANOVA for all significance measures when compar-
ing values across groups. Complete analyses are available in
supplementary materials.

D. Transitivity and Similarity

With regards to transitivity, we observed the following quan-
titative interactions with the system and qualitative responses
in the surveys.

Interactions. Across both tasks we observed small differences
between conditions in the average number of times participants
requested a recommendation from the AI before submitting
their selection, as shown in Figure 4a. In particular, we
found CTRL and BTWN participants used the recommendation
feature less than WTHN and BOTH participants. However, we
found these differences to be insignificant between both CON-
TROL (CTRL) and INTERVENTION (WTHN, BTWN, BOTH)
(µCONT ROL = 1.36, µINT ERV ENT ION = 2.03; p = 0.3038) and
all conditions (µCT RL = 1.36, µWT HN = 2.33, µBTWN = 1.36,
µBOT H = 2.50; p = 0.3341). This result provides little support
for hypotheses TN and SM.

Responses.
”Is there any other information that the reviews could
have mentioned that would have helped you make your
decisions? Please elaborate and specify if any specific
reviews impacted your decision-making process.”

Overall, the reviews about the bot seemed to have little direct
effect on the users. Participants generally commented that the
reviews were positive but lacking in detail. One user wrote that
they ignored the reviews because they were all just positive
(I08). Another user (I03) said that the lack of detail even made
them seem unreliable, creating distrust. One participant (I16)
started with distrust regardless of what the reviews said.



Fig. 3: Number of participants that indicated how often they
think AI assists them versus how often they purposefully use

AI to assist them.

Other participants mention that trust is more case-by-case,
writing ”The AI’s usefulness is something I rather discover
through use” (I10) and ”I read the reviews but wanted to make
my own opinion of the AI and its reliability” (I03).

One issue we noticed is that this question was misinterpreted.
Some users thought it was about the bot’s suggestion and not
the reviews about the bot (n = 4)

E. Implicit Bias

With regards to implicit bias, we observed the following
quantitative interactions with the system and qualitative re-
sponses in the surveys.

Interactions. We observed that around half of the participants
(n = 14) reported a working knowledge of the main concepts of
AI (YES), whereas the rest of the participants reported having
little to no knowledge (NO). In particular, those who reported
a working knowledge used the AI technology slightly more
than those who did not. However, we found this difference to
be insignificant across all tasks and conditions (µY ES = 1.96,
µNO = 1.71; p = 0.6598). This result provides little support
for hypothesis IM.

Responses. In the pre-study questionnaire, participants were
asked how often they believed AI technologies assisted them
during common tasks, followed by how often they purposefully
used AI technologies to assist them with tasks. We found
an inverse relationship existed in the frequency of responses
between each question, as shown in Figure 3. What this tells
us is that most interactions that participants think about that
involves AI are not sought out; this means that the AI is just
there, even possibly being intrusive, and participants cannot
opt out of interacting with it.

In the open response for these questions, most participants
explain that they encounter AI through recommendations and
ads they see online (n = 17). I03 commented on how these
tools are not intrusive, saying ”I don’t usually have to think
about them”. Some participants mentioned domains such as

”Lyft route” or ”filtering spam” (I03), ”Google translate” (I05),
”driving, taking pictures” (I06), ”chatbots” (I07), and ”customer
service” (I08). Some of these same participants, along with
those who did not mention specific domains or applications
generally write that AI is probably in a lot of places they
interact with day-to-day, and that it is more pervasive than they
think (n = 9). Another mentioned that they ”try to avoid ’AI’”
in general (I02). Only one participant said that they didn’t
think AI is involved in their day-to-day online activities, such
as ”social media or streaming platforms” (I10).

When asked about how often users purposefully use AI,
many answers overlapped with the previous question about
where AI could be working. Many participants again men-
tioned recommendation algorithms (n = 7). I13 specifically
offers which recommendations they would consider more
thoughtfully, specifically music and videos over purchases.
This introduces a ”gradient” of trustworthy domains, which
we explore later. Some new domains users mentioned here
include troubleshooting problems with a computer (I15), using
a home speaker (I22, I03), social media (I19), and investing
(I21). Several participants share that they don’t actively use an
AI’s suggestions. I16 points out that they ”wouldn’t say [AI]
necessarily informs my decisions”, while I11 writes ”I’d rather
make my own choices with limited guidance from algorithms.”
There was also a theme of AI awareness in answers; several
users point out that the technologies they use are passive (n= 4).
I23 wrote that technologies they use don’t seem like AI, that
” it feels like most of my queries could be done in a non-AI
way.” I09 offers a counter, saying that they ”don’t even know
if I’m using AI in my life or not.”

There were also participants that actively avoided these
technologies and interactions (n = 4). I21 mentions they avoid
data-gathering technologies, writing ”i try to give corporations
as little data as possible” and I12 writes ”I avoid using [AI]
when possible as I find it creepy”.

I07 was the only participant who mentions ethics for this
question, saying ”I don’t want to get away by blame the AI
for a bad-decision”.

F. Trust

With regards to trust, we observed the following quantitative
interactions with the system and qualitative responses in the
surveys.
Interactions. Across all conditions, we observed a small
difference in the average number of times participants requested
a recommendation from the AI before submitting their selection.
In particular, the AI technology was used slightly more during
the movies task than during the hiring task. However, we
found this difference to be insignificant between the two
domains (µhiring = 1.69, µmovies = 2.00; p = 0.5955). This
result provides no support for hypothesis TU1.

Based on the observed differences by condition in the number
of times recommendations were requested across all rounds, as
explained in Section IV-D, we further compared by condition
the percentage of participants that requested a recommendation
each round (Fig 4a) with the percentage of participants that



Fig. 4: Comparing requests for recommendations from the AI
each round with whether participant’s selections matched the

AI’s recommendation each round.

Fig. 5: Distribution of number of rounds during a single task
that participants achieved a particular combination of electing
to receive a recommendation or not compared with whether

their saved selection matched the AI’s recommendation or not.

aligned their selection with the AI’s recommendation each
round (Fig 4b). Henceforth these comparisons across each
round will be referred to as trajectories. We found that
comparing the trajectories of participant requests for recom-
mendations and matches between participant selections and AI
recommendations revealed no correlations. Furthermore, we
examined whether participants that requested a recommendation
ended up matching their answer to it, across all conditions and
rounds (Fig 5). No such behavior was observed. These results
disconfirm hypothesis TU2.

However, we did find a significant effect in the first round
where participants were more likely to utilize the AI technology

Fig. 6: Percentage of participants that indicated the level of
impact on their trust in AI for different entities.

Fig. 7: Percentage of participants that chose each option of
the stated questions in the pre- and post- study questionnaires.

versus during any other round. We hypothesize that this may
be an ”exploratory” interaction for the participant to gauge
how the AI performs, and may be used to influence their
decision-making after that round.
Responses. In the post-study questionnaire, participants
reported the level of impact that family, friends, co-workers,
professionals, and anonymous persons (e.g. an online review
with no name attached) had on their trust in AI technologies.
We found that, in general, friends, co-workers and professionals
were most likely to have an impact on a participant’s trust in
AI, as shown in Figure 6. Participants had the least amount of
trust in anonymous reviews.

Participants were also asked to select from a variety of
choices the technologies (Fig 7a), factors (Fig 7b), entities
(Fig 7c) and tasks (Fig 7d) that were most relevant to them
with regards to their trust in AI. For technologies regularly
used, it was interesting to note that while everyone used
online banking/email, only one participant mentioned how
AI is used in this domain (spam filtering.) Most people
talk about recommendations as their idea of AI online.
For social media, while many people use it (92.31%), no
participants mentioned how tools such as facial recognition,



Fig. 8: Summary of usefulness and frequency scores as
reported by participants in the post-study questionnaire.

content moderation, and facial filters are also used these
platforms. We are not sure if participants didn’t realize these
tools were AI or maybe don’t use them, if they forgot, or if
our task primed them since it was recommendation-based. It
seems like their mental models of AI is a technology that
is more active or seen.

From here, it is conflicting to see that ”AI Literacy” is
rated the lowest on factors that are important for trust in AI,
especially since most people missed others ways AI is used.
Participants valued factors with results, such as risk mitigation
and fairness, along with human factors such transparency in
the process and oversight. Only half of participants thought
accountability was an important factor.

Participants strongly prefer that non-profit organizations
regulate AI, slightly ahead of academic organizations and far
ahead of government organizations. This is interesting to note,
especially with an increase in AI regulations and legislation
across the world [22].

For kinds of tasks participants would trust an AI to assist
with, the top three tasks are driving directions, shopping and
movie watching while the bottom two are medical decisions
and hiring decisions. It is evident that there exists a difference
in trust due to the different stakes and impact these tasks have,
as well as possibly the amount of specialized knowledge one
has to posses to make such decisions. Decisions on tasks like
shopping and movie watching have low impact, are easily
reversible, and whether they are successful relies on personal
preferences and the ability of the AI to learn them. Medical
decisions on they other hand are mostly irreversible, have high
impact and almost no margin for errors and require specialized
domain knowledge and complex reasoning.

G. Usability

With regards to usability, we observed the following quali-
tative responses in the surveys.

Responses. During the post-study questionnaire, we assessed
the usefulness of both the AI recommendations and the reviews
of the AI, as well as how often the recommendations of the AI

affected the participant’s decision-making process. We observed
very little difference between conditions and tasks for all of the
questions posed. For instance, Figure 8a shows the usefulness
scores for the AI recommendations during the hiring task. For
the hiring scenario, we find that the average usefulness of rec-
ommendations (µCT RL = 2.71, µWT HN = 3.00, µBTWN = 2.14,
µBOT H = 2.17; p = 0.4807), frequency of recommendations
affecting decisions (µCT RL = 2.29, µWT HN = 1.67, µBTWN =
1.57, µBOT H = 1.83; p = 0.7152), and usefulness of reviews
(µWT HN = 1.67, µBTWN = 2.00, µBOT H = 1.67; p = 0.7683)
were not significantly different between conditions. Similarly,
for the movies scenario, we find that the average usefulness of
recommendations (µCT RL = 3.14, µWT HN = 2.50, µBTWN =
2.71, µBOT H = 2.33; p = 0.6627), frequency of recommen-
dations affecting decisions (µCT RL = 3.00, µWT HN = 1.67,
µBTWN = 2.43, µBOT H = 2.17; p = 0.3235), and usefulness
of reviews (µWT HN = 2.00, µBTWN = 2.43, µBOT H = 1.67;
p = 0.5810) were also not significantly different between
conditions. This result disconfirms hypothesis US.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Pre-Survey

We discuss the implications of the pre-survey responses in
the context of common questions that encompass the thoughts
and feelings of the participants.

”Please describe what artificial intelligence (AI) means to
you.” There are four kinds of answers here that participants
gave on understanding what an artificial intelligence is. The first
kind is data and process-centric, where users talked about inputs
and outputs, mappings, and automatic decision making (n =
6). I04 writes that AI ”make[s] a complex mapping between
input and output to give a desired result.” The second kind is
concerned about intelligence, either to replicate it or to behave
in an intelligent way, both without an explicit mention of
humans (n = 4). Two users write that AI tries to ”mimic” (I24)
or ”emulate” (I17) intelligence. The third kind is human-centric,
meaning users wrote that AI is built to do tasks people do, to
support them, respond to them, etc (n = 11). Participants made
comments about AI, such that it is a ”system... [that] assist[s]
humans with some task”, it ”make[s] decisions resembling
those of a rational person” (I03), or ”that can respond to
human stimuli in different, reasoned ways” (I10). The general
idea is that AI helps people with day-to-day tasks, matches
their performance on tasks, or tries to surpass them. The last
kind of answer is related to advanced-programming; this means
they talked about AI as sophisticated computer programs (n =
5). Users described AI as ”smart if-elifs” (I07), ”machines
that utilize more than simple heuristics” (I16), and that ”[to]
determine the next outcome... what makes it Intelligent is there
is no set selection of parameters” (I23). One person (I19) used
imagery to answer this question, writing ” I honestly picture
robotic arms or the lasers that perform surgery, but I know
that it can be much smaller and simpler than that, I just have
no idea what.” Another user, who did not complete the full
study, mentioned an example from media, writing that AI for



them meant ”For humors sake, the Terminator films.” One
person (I05) mentioned whole domains, ”Robotics, Medicine,
Neuroscience, Language and Vision.” while another (I06) used
low-level concepts such as ”translation, object detection”. No
other users gave examples of AI in explaining what it meant
to them, so it was interesting to see these users use case-based
reasoning for their answer.

These impressions of AI offer a view into possible biases
that users may have during the collaborative task.

B. Post-Survey

We discuss the implications of the post-survey responses in
the context of common questions that encompass the thoughts
and feelings of the participants.

1. Strategies

”Please describe your strategy for selecting applicants in
the hiring scenario” Most people wrote that they relied on
the skills feature to select applicants (n= 16), followed by work
experience and then confidence. It was common for people
to use a pair, or mix of categories to go by during decision
making. A few people (n = 3) emphasized that they wanted a
”well-rounded” or ”balanced” candidate.

Every participant except for one mentioned at least one fea-
ture they used to complete the hiring task. Several participants
(n = 8) explicitly said they relied on school prestige the least,
with only person saying they considered it while the rest didn’t
mention it at all in their responses.

Most users did not mention the referral feature in their
explanations. For the ones who did (n = 8), referral was an
important feature in their decision making. One user (I19)
said ”If a person had a referral I automatically assumed
they are at the top of the list despite any other attributes”,
similarly I25 wrote ”Also if they were referred I viewed that
as more of a positive.” This assumption means they put value
in what a referral meant- another human suggested the person.
Another user (I24) qualified this reasoning, writing ”referrals
only mattered if the person had skill.” A different user (I18)
dismissed referrals for this reason, saying ”Referral ... didn’t
play a significant role in my final decision due to the fact
that they are parameters that define the candidate’s worth,
indirectly.”

In relation to the AI, most participants did not mention
it. The two who did mention it wrote that they did not find
its suggestions useful. One participant (I03) wrote ”I almost
never changed my answer to the AI recommendation because
it seemed to me that the AI over valued school prestige”, while
another (I16) said ”I felt [the suggestions] were less useful.”

”Please describe your strategy for selecting movies in the
movies scenario” Most participants cited the cost-to-critics’-
rating ratio as their main or only strategy when selecting a
movie (n = 17). Other factors specifically mentioned where
the amount of boxes each movie had checked, as well as
whether it featured A-list actors in particular. Some participants
(n = 3) wrote that they made their choices based on personal
preference in terms of movie genre. One participant (I18) tried

to maximize the target audience of a film, while one participant
(I07) mentioned not having a specific strategy.

A number (n = 4) of participants explicitly mentioned the
AI while explaining their strategies. I14 utilized the AI’s rec-
ommendation if no other factor seemed to satisfy their criteria,
writing ”I trust the algorithm more than pure chance in such a
case”. Interestingly, participant I03 specifically mentioned that
they preferred critics’ score over an AI recommendation as ”the
critics’ rating is more valuable than the AI recommendation
because it represented the feedback of human experts”. This is
inline with the general trend of mistrust towards AI identified
in this study. Most importantly, it showcases how humans value
human cognition more than machine cognition, as they think
their opinion on a matter (here, a movie) will align better with
that of a fellow human than with an AI’s. The same participant
mentioned that they were satisfied when the AI seemed to
mostly agree with their choices, and completely ignored its
recommendations when they disagreed.

Two participants specifically mentioned that the AI played a
role in their strategy/affected their thinking process. I10 wrote
that they started taking the ”Part of Franchise” attribute into
consideration after the AI seemed to show preference with
movies that fulfilled this attribute. I12 described a different
approach: while initially taking only cost and critics’ ratings
into consideration and planning to ignore the AI, they then
opted to to scrutinize the recommendations and try to reason
about them. This made them ”mentally engage with the task
to a greater degree and ultimately remember that there may be
other features I should try to balance out”. This demonstrates
the high value of having explainable and interpretable AI not
only for establishing trust, but also as a tool to further enhance
a human’s cognitive process by illuminating factors that could
play an important role in decisions and humans could overlook.

”Did the AI ever recommend something unexpected? Please
elaborate and specify which tasks the recommendation(s)
occurred in.” Participants made three kinds of statements
about the AI’s suggestions. These are surprise, meaning that
they found the AI’s choices to be random or without pattern,
explainable, as in they thought it had preferences for certain
features or a particular strategy, or agreement, meaning that
the bot made suggestions the user agreed with or considered
as a good option.

For the hiring task, several participants felt that the bot fa-
vored applicants with school prestige (n = 5). Four participants
thought the bot made choices they agreed with.

One participant (I16) commented that even though it seemed
like the bot was random, ”it made me think”. Another
participant (I07) was frustrated with the bot, expecting it to be
more sophisticated- they wrote it should have ”asked for my
preferences up-front or at least learnt on-the-fly”.

Overall, users wanted to understand the bot’s decision
making strategy during the task; without this, and with too-
positive reviews, trust did not seem to form properly.

2. General AI Attitudes We discuss general attitudes of
participants towards AI and AI technologies.



Fig. 9: Reviews shown during the hiring task for the BOTH
condition.

”Do you think there are domains where AI shouldn’t be
trusted? Please elaborate./ Do you trust AI to make deci-
sions without human supervision?” In general, participants
agreed that AI should be supervised in domains with some stake
involved or substantial risk (n = 5); essentially, the AI should
be in an assisting role. Several participants selected medicine
(n = 8), finances (n = 5), and hiring (n = 5) as domains
where AI should not be trusted. Some other domains that
they mentioned include ones dealing with ”human emotions”
(I25) or ”mental health” (I02), campaign ads/politics (I18, I14),
and education (I04). One participant (I24) considered that if
an AI was left to decide, that it ”should always be checked in
some regular basis for quality control.”
”Overall, with regards to technology, AI, and the future,
are you: A pessimist, An optimist, or It’s complicated”

For participants who selected ”It’s complicated” (n = 5),
the main points was that AI development needs to happen
responsibly.

From these questions, it’s clear that domains establish a
prior in trust. In which case, different kinds of information
in a review about the system in a particular domain may be
necessary.

VI. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A. Methodology and Evaluation

Due to limitations during recruitment, we were not able to
properly assess the effects between study conditions. These
limitations included concentrated age distribution around 25
years of age, concentrated racial background around White and
Asian participants, concentrated education background around
doctoral and master’s degrees and a generally small number
of participants for each condition. A proper crowd-sourced
study with accompanying power analysis would provide a
more diverse and representative sample of participants from
the population as a whole. In particular, we are interested in
how people with no technical understanding of AI and limited
familiarity with technology in general approach collaboration
with one.

Our goal in this experiment was to understand how opinions
of an AI system, or reviews, shape how people interact with it.

We provided simple reviews at the beginning of each task, but
several participants found it unhelpful by being only positive
and lacking in detail. If we were to do this experiment again,
we would make the reviews sound more detailed and realistic
so participants would be less skeptical of them. Keren found
that negative views generated more trust in people [12]. It also
seemed like participants reviewed it too quickly or ignored it,
so it could be emphasized more in a different study. There
exists the fundamental challenge of trying to ensure participants
take into consideration utilizing the AI without directly or
implicitly enforcing it. One implementation idea was to present
participants with negative feedback on their choices in the
middle of each task, so as to encourage them to question their
strategies and see if it affects their interaction with the AI. This
idea was not used as we deemed it too invasive, and wanted
to evaluate how participants acted without any external simuli.
An interesting way this balance between encouraging but not
enforcing could be achieved is by introducing time and load of
work as parameters in the task. AI is often being deployed in
decision-making when the pool of decisions is vast in order to
accelerate the process. By introducing participants to a task that
requires them going over much more possible options (hiring
portofolios / movie cards) per round, and/or have to make
quick decisions under some time limit, we could ensure that
participants are more likely to utilize the AI, without giving
away any information about whether their existing strategy is
good or not.

The participants also thought the hiring bot skewed towards
school prestige, which made some of them ignore the bot.
The bot’s choices were random and earlier tasks happened to
emphasize school prestige. A simple user-test before rolling out
the study could have caught this so the participants didn’t think
the bot was focused on a single variable. In Figure 6, most
participants indicated that they would not trust an AI to assist
them with hiring; we wonder if this is because the bot seemed
skewed or if the domain did seem more impactful/serious.

We also wonder if the participants misunderstood the hiring
task as a final choice; we wrote that selected candidates
would go on to more interviews, but in the post-survey many
participants thought AI should not be involved in a hiring
domain. The difference between viewing it as a final decision
vs. as a step in the process means viewing the AI as having a
greater effect vs offering helpful options.

One experiment design we considered was to precisely
determine if the bot changed the user’s mind during a task. The
difference would be that the participant would select an initial
answer, then view the AI’s suggestion and have the opportunity
to change their selection before before a final submission. We
also noticed an initial exploratory behavior between the user and
AI. From this, another potential experiment is understanding
how users develop trust in initial interactions between AI
and other humans (i.e., does trust form or develop differently
between these two kinds of agents?).



B. Surveys

One problem we noticed in the survey was that questions
about the bot reviews were misunderstood. In the post survey,
there is an open-ended question (q8) that asked about what
content the initial reviews could have had to make them more
useful for the users. Several of the participants wrote that the bot
could have had a more explainable suggestion. One user wrote
that ”the AI could at least tell why it suggested something”
(I07). Another user disclosed that they ”never looked at the AI
before making a decision” (I04).

On a design side, we would re-format the questions about
user strategy (q3,q4) in the post-survey to include an automatic
ranking system for the different parameters of the task. For the
hiring task, all users except for one explained their strategy
by mentioning at least two features in their explanation. Re-
designing the question to ask for ranking would help clarify
preferences better instead of taking a best guess based on the
written answer.

We would also add a question about the different ways AI
manifests in a particular domain; this would help us understand
what users can identify in a given system (and what they are
biased to identify).

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we explored the impact that transitivity,
similarity, and implicit bias has on whether people trust
an AI technology to help them make decisions. To study
this effect, we presented study participants with two task
scenarios consisting of multiple rounds of decision-making
alongside an AI technology that could optionally be asked for
recommendations. We find that transitivity plays a very minor
role when it comes to trust, and in some cases is detrimental
to trust when the source of that secondary information is not
trustworthy itself. Further, we found that implicit bias has a very
strong impact on pre- decision-making trust in AI, leading to a
”judge a book by its cover” effect that precludes development
of trust regardless of an AI’s implementation. Overall, we find
that the trajectory, or timeline, of when users decide to trust
and/or engage with AI is dependent on how much trust a user
has in AI already.
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VIII. APPENDIX

A. Reviews

1) Hiring:
WTHN Mary M, Hiring Manager, 10/15/2020: ”I couldn’t

imagine doing my job without it.”
WTHN Kaley R, Software Developer, 09/23/2020: ”I’m

impressed by how well it can predict great candidates.
Very powerful!”

WTHN Sofie A, Hiring Manager, 01/13/2021: ”It was really
helpful when I was stuck between certain choices ...
Definitely saved me some time.”

BTWN ’AI Monthly’ Magazine, Article, 02/05/2020: ”This
AI was built using similar technologies behind Siri
and Watson.”

BTWN ai.powered.io, Blog Post, 03/14/2021: ”This AI is ...
a complete upgrade to similar tools on the market.”

BTWN businessnewsonthedaily.com, Article, 06/17/2020:
”This is a great cognitive tool like the Watson Jeapordy
player AI ... it understands what people look for.”

2) Movies:
WTHN Nick V, Movie Theater Owner, 05/10/2020: ”Saved

my business a lot of unnecessary purchases ... can’t
imagine operating without it.”

WTHN Helen T, Investor, 11/12/2020: ”I didn’t expect it to
be so effective!”

WTHN Jim D, Movie Theater Operator, 03/30/2020: ”It
helped me pick some hidden movie gems I would
have otherwise missed ... definitely improved our final
catalog.”

BTWN aigeekweek.com, Blog Post, 03/08/2020: ”An excel-
lent tool ... like a spiritual successor to Netflix’s
recommendation technology.”

BTWN ’Tech Now’ E-Zine, Newsletter, 08/31/2020: ”This
’assistant’, like Google Maps, really shows the great
things AI tools are capable of.”

BTWN bizreview.org, Product Review, 01/23/2020: ”Some-
times it feels like this AI knows movies better than
people do ... watch out, Hulu!”

B. Questionnaires

1) Background:
q2 With which gender identity do you most identify?
q3 What is your age?
q4 Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or of Spanish origin?
q5 How would you describe yourself?
q6 What is the highest level of education you have either

completed or are currently pursuing?
q7 What is your major field of study (if you are a student)

or field of occupation?
2) Pre-Study:

q2 Do you know what an artificial intelligence (AI) is?
q3 Please describe what artificial intelligence (AI) means

to you.
q4 Do you understand the main concepts of AI such as

machine learning, neural networks, deep learning, etc?

q5 What kinds of technology have you and/or do you use
regularly? Please select all that apply.

q6-7 How often do you think AI assists you with tasks, e.g.,
making purchases/decisions, enabling/troubleshooting
technology, etc.? Please elaborate on your answer
above.

q8-9 How often do you purposefully use AI to assist
you with tasks, e.g., making purchases/decisions,
enabling/troubleshooting technology, etc.? Please elab-
orate on your answer above.

q10 Does your work include any component of interacting
with AI, e.g., developing/researching AI, using AI to
accomplish tasks, writing/talking about AI, etc.?

3) Post-Study:

q2 Please describe your strategy for selecting applicants
in the hiring scenario.

q3 Please describe your strategy for selecting movies in
the movies scenario.

q4 How useful did you find the AI recommendations to
be in each task?

q5 How often did the AI recommendations affect your
decision making in each task?

q6 Did the AI ever recommend something unexpected?
Please elaborate and specify which tasks the recom-
mendation(s) occurred in.

q7 How useful did you find the reviews of the AI to be
in each task?

q8 Is there any other information that the reviews could
have mentioned that would have helped you make your
decisions? Please elaborate and specify if any specific
reviews impacted your decision-making process.

q9 Which of the following decision-making processes
would you trust AI technologies to assist you in?
Please select all that apply.

q10 Do you think there are domains where AI shouldn’t
be trusted? Please elaborate.

q11 Do you trust AI to make decisions without human
supervision?

q13 What factors are most important for you to trust an
AI technology? Please select all that apply.

q14 Which of the following entities do you trust to regulate
AI technologies in the best interest of the public?
Please select all the apply.

q15 How impactful have the following entities been on
your trust in AI technologies?

q16 Overall, with regards to technology, AI, and the future,
are you:
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